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F o r e w o r d
Some of you may be wondering why our literary magazine has such a 
funny name. Well, a G rim oire is actually a book of magic. I think a 
better title for what you hold in your hands would be hard to find. 
The artists and writers collected here produce (with pen and paper 
rather than top hat and wand) a shimmering cloud of the sorrows and 
joys that life is made of. And POOF! Here it is, enjoy!
Nick Scorza, 
Managing Editor
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K itty 's W edd in g  A nn iv ersa ry  n a r y
Ten summers ago, as we sat by the pond,
With our feet in the muddy water,
Feeding yesterday's cinnamon rolls to the ducks, 
And you brushed the sticky crumbs off my dress, 
I did not foresee broken beer bottles 
And my blood on the kitchen floor.
Marina Petrowski
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M a o ' s  M e n
Dave Tavani 
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Nick Scorza________________
R a t i o n a l  A n i m a l s
On his way home, Thomas Condell flew first class. He usually flew 
coach, but since things had gone his way, he didn’t mind spending the 
extra money. He thought of it as a little celebration - the hunter’s 
victorious return - and he used every added convenience to its fullest 
effect. He stretched his feet out as far as he could, until he was splayed 
out in the seat like a child. He removed his tie and undid his belt, 
though he wasn’t at all fat. In fact he hated fatness, it made him sick 
and a little angry. This didn’t stop him from eating his fill of airline 
food; he would pay for it later in the gym. Right then he felt 
indulgent. He wanted white wine, and he drank glass after glass of it.
It was much too sweet, his wife would laugh if she saw him drinking 
wine served on an airplane, but it suited his purpose. He even let 
himself get a little drunk, not caring if the stewardess or the nervous 
old couple next to him noticed. He lay back in his seat and thought 
about Elaine Martin, the woman from last night.
Success on a business trip meant more to him than just a job well done, 
though he did take pride in his work, and he was good at it. He even 
enjoyed it, stepping into a company and showing them how to chop 
away uselessness. His true passions, however, were far removed from 
the field of Efficiency Consulting. Elaine Martin worked in 
management for Proctors Insurance, the company who had hired him. 
He took little pleasure in seducing secretaries or interns. Social equals 
were so much more interesting.
She had taken him to lunch initially, to continue a work-related 
discussion. Then he invited her to dinner. He didn’t hesitate to take 
her to a dimly lit restaurant with a backdrop of smoke and smooth 
jazz. He detested smooth jazz, but it did set the best mood for that 
sort of thing. He felt that art, like everything else, was a valuable tool 
and a potential weapon. His wife’s weakness was art for art’s sake. 
Every once in awhile she would drag him to the symphony to hear 
things like Beethoven’s fifth, which would have been ideal if he were 
about to fight a war, but by itself useless. Elaine had mentioned her 
husband repeatedly in a bitter list of faults. He could tell she was 
looking for some sort of clue that he understood her, or that he felt
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what she felt. He had felt sorry for her, but he kept silent about his 
own marriage. He always did. That night they made love.
Something of what he was thinking about must have shown on his 
face, because the old couple in the seats next to his looked at him 
uncomfortably. That made him smile. The stewardess passed by in a 
flurry of makeup and fried blond hair and briefly Thomas fantasized 
about sex on an airplane. He dismissed the thought, something so 
impersonal seemed boring to him. Elaine was someone he could 
remember, someone with a story. She was tall, a sharp dresser though 
not flashy. Her hair was straw colored. Her skin had been smooth 
against his, except for the palms of her hands, which were surprisingly 
rough and callused. That was what he remembered most about her, 
the way she clutched him with those rough hands.
The ‘fasten seat belt’ sign blinked to life and the stewardess announced 
the plane’s imminent landing. Thomas slowly drew himself upright, 
instantly regretting all the wine when his stomach began to fall with 
the plane. Out the window past the old couple he could see the 
tracery of Seattle city lights on the ground growing closer. Minutes 
later the plane landed in Seattle-Tacoma airport.
Sea-Tac put Thomas on edge; all airports did. He paced nervously 
where others just shuffled in line. He walked quickly on the moving 
conveyor belt when other people were content to sag and be moved. 
He snatched his luggage from the baggage claim and stalked out of the 
airport. As soon as he was out the door his wedding ring left his 
pocket and returned to his finger. He stood on the corner in a light 
drizzle and hailed a taxi. The city excited him at night. He made no 
effort to conceal his expensive watch or luggage. In fact he often 
thought about being robbed and wondered what he would do if it ever 
happened. It never had though. Some might call him lucky, but he 
liked to think it was because of his stare, always calm and confident.
A taxi arrived and took him to his home in Green Lake. No one was 
ever robbed in Green Lake.
Thomas knew there was someone unfamiliar in his house when he 
arrived. There were obvious signs, like a coat he didn’t recognize on 
the coat rack, but beyond that there was a feeling, a tightness in the 
air. His wife Charlotte was in the living room with the mystery
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visitor. It was a good sign, she had been falling behind him. He crept 
to the bar, careful not to disturb her.
This time he had good wine. Charlotte had picked it herself. She was a 
somalier, a wine buyer for restaurants. She was also the most beautiful 
woman he had ever known. Her hair was dark with a wave that was 
both wild and delicate. Her eyes were big and brimming with feeling, 
so that she looked perpetually on the verge of tears. A clever trick, he 
thought; those eyes were probably wrenching the heart of whoever 
was with her in the living room.
Thomas froze when he heard footsteps coming his way. He crept 
closer, not sure what to expect. What came out of the living room was 
a nervous looking boy. He was definitely a boy, he couldn’t have been 
past his early twenties. He was younger, and good looking in an 
average way, at least that showed some taste on Charlotte’s part. The 
boy fumbled around the house, a total stranger to him in the dark. 
Thomas knew every inch of it. He walked up behind the boy and 
casually tapped him on the shoulder.
“You want a drink?” he said.
The boy jumped about a foot.
“I’m... I’m just a friend of Charlotte’s from work,” he stammered, “I’m 
a waiter. We were... we were just talking and we lost track of time.” 
Fear, real fear. Thomas loved it.
“Don’t worry,” he said, “I’m nothing to be scared of. Come on, join 
me for a drink. It’s good wine, robust, a little young, but it’s an 
excellent vintage... Charlotte picked it herself.”
“I really better get going,” said the boy.
A moment later he was out the door. Thomas almost laughed out 
loud. The lion had returned to his den. He strolled into the living 
room smiling broadly.
Charlotte was sitting on the couch when he came in. If she heard him, 
she gave no indication.
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“Hello darling,” he said. She turned to him, confronting him squarely 
with her sad eyes. “You’re developing better taste. I was almost 
insulted by your last two choices.”
“It’s not like that,” said Charlotte, “We just talked. He’s my friend.” 
Thomas lost his smile. There was no reason for her to lie to him like 
that. He sat down beside her and looked at her intently. “I’m telling 
the truth,” she said, angry and a little defensive.
“Not like it matters either way,” he said. He touched her hand, “I’ve 
missed you.”
After indulgence, Thomas Condell returned to lean living. He rose 
early, leaving his wife asleep in a nest of silk sheets. He stretched and 
exercised to rouse himself. He drank black coffee. At work he 
checked up on his connections and looked for clients. Efficiency 
consultants were always in demand. When the economy boomed 
corporations grew fat. They forgot about the lean ruthlessness that 
had won them their extra weight. They domesticated themselves, a 
sad human tendency. Thomas was there to break down that 
conditioning. Mainly his job involved telling the management whom 
to lay off. He had a firm grasp of what was expendable and what was 
necessary. Sometimes, though, there just wasn’t any work out there. 
He made enough that he could afford to wait. He threw darts at his 
dartboard while he made his phone calls.
Each dart made it home with a satisfying ‘thwack!’ He thought about 
Elaine. He thought about Susanne, the graphic artist from three 
months ago. He thought about Charlotte. No woman he had been 
with had ever surpassed her in his mind. They each had something 
beautiful about them, but in the end they were not his wife. He threw 
another dart almost hitting the bull’s eye. He thought about her little 
waiter and her needless lie last night. It confused him, which in turn 
made him angry and a little frightened. He missed the board on his 
last throw, putting a dart squarely into his office wall.
He ate a spartan lunch, then told his secretary he was going out for a 
run. Thomas nearly always had a gym bag with him. He changed 
into his running clothes in the office bathroom. The day was 
surprisingly clear and the blue mass of Mount Rainier rose over the 
city. He ran down through Pike Place Market, picking up speed. The
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smell of fresh fish greeted him. He was panting already, he cursed 
himself for it. He passed rows of dying fish, their always-frightened 
eyes looking back hopelessly at the sea. Normally his mind emptied 
when he ran, and he acted on pure instinct. This time, he waited for 
this to happen, but it wouldn’t come. He pushed himself harder, until 
he was gasping like the fish around him. He began to sweat. He 
pushed, but he couldn’t stop thinking. ‘She lied to me,’ he muttered. 
‘Why did she lie?’
He came to a stop to catch his breath. The path he had taken led him 
up above the docks and the waterfront. He felt suddenly exposed, a 
lone jogger covered with sweat on a busy walkway. He hated crowds, 
and he hated to be stared at. He quietly began walking again.
Thomas realized he was near a familiar street. About a block ahead 
and a half block over was his wife’s restaurant, Bradley’s. He had 
eaten there countless times, he could recall every detail. It was 
furnished in wood and some sort of black tile, and decorated with 
favorable newspaper reviews. It served mostly seafood in a very West 
Coast blend of American and Asian flavors. He had even slept with 
the hostess there. Ex-hostess, he reminded himself; later Sasha had 
been fired for some unknown infraction. Charlotte had an office in 
the back where she sampled wines and made phone arrangements with 
vineyards. By now they were probably setting up for dinner. Almost 
unconsciously he rounded the corner and stared in the window. Inside 
he could see white-shirted, black-vested waiters milling around. One 
of them had been in his house last night. He suddenly had a painful 
need to see Charlotte. He needed to know that she loved him more 
than anyone else. He was being foolish, standing with his hand 
pressed against the glass of a restaurant that had yet to open. It made 
no sense to him. Charlotte was a woman of taste, in wine, in art, in 
clothes. In men as well, he would have thought, after all she chose 
him from a score of others she could have had. But the men she had 
been with since then had seemed random, almost desperate, her 
watercolor teacher, an old college boyfriend, her ex-therapist. Now 
this boy she worked with, who she swore was simply a friend.
Then he saw her through the window glass. She was draped in a silk 
dress, her arm was wrapped in a serpentine silver bracelet. Her hair 
was swept up like a maiden’s in a classical statue. One of the waiters 
put his hand on her shoulder and let it linger there longer than
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normal. Thomas thought he recognized him. He pressed his eyes to 
the glass, straining to see past the glare of reflected sunlight. She gave 
the waiter a friendly half smile. ‘He wants her,’ thought Thomas, ‘He 
has to.’ She was teasing him. It was that simple, he couldn't believe he 
had never thought of it before. It almost excited him to imagine such a 
cruel streak in his gentle wife. ‘Always the unexpected,’ he thought, 
he went back to work smiling.
A week later there were still no contracts. Thomas knew he only had 
to wait, sooner or later some company would need his services. He 
threw a lot of darts in his office. At home Charlotte would remark 
offhand about her conversations with her waiter. His name was 
Hugh. She had long talks about life with him over cappuccino, like 
she used to have with him in college. She said she wished they could 
have conversations like that again. That night he broke a vase of 
flowers she kept in the living room. He told her it was an accident.
Over the weekend she dragged him to the opera. It was Verdi’s La 
Traviata, about a man who falls in love with a prostitute. Thomas 
hated overly emotional plays, movies, novels, or anything else. He 
always felt manipulated by sentimentality, he hated anyone telling him 
what to feel. He resisted any glimmer of sympathy for Verdi’s tragic 
lovers. He stopped reading the subtitles on the screen above the stage. 
Instead he noticed how stuffy the theater was, and how ridiculous the 
actors looked, wailing and smeared with makeup. When he looked to 
the left, he saw that Charlotte was crying. When they got home she 
called someone on the phone, probably Hugh. Thomas stayed up late 
with another bottle of wine.
He had met Charlotte in college. He was pursing his business degree, 
she was studying art and literature. Throngs of weepy poets adored 
her, but she chose him, the business major. He knew how to speak as 
well as they did, he could say her eyes had the sad charm of falling 
leaves and that sort of thing, but he spoke with purpose. He always 
pursued something much more definite than any nebulous self- 
expression. Purpose and desire made one strong, he had always 
believed that.
Thomas had never cheated on her, no matter who caught his attention. 
He put a reign on his lust for her sake. He sublimated it. When they 
graduated, he asked her to marry him, and she accepted. That was
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when it became unbearable. He thought about other women 
constantly, too much desire made him weak. Then he told her about 
his idea. She had been very open minded then, she still was, though 
not with the same intensity. Monogamy, he told her, was a dead 
thing. The desire to copulate with as many partners as possible was so 
deeply ingrained in one’s genes that fighting it was pointless and 
stupid. He said he would remain true to her in all but body. Physical 
fidelity was a lie anyway, why perpetuate it? He told her they would 
be like the alpha male and alpha female of a wolf pack. They would 
hunt together. Wolves, after all, mated for life.
Almost a month had gone by with no work. Thomas spent most of 
his time at the gym, or waiting by the phone. He would go running 
often, returning to work or home soaked with Seattle raindrops. He 
ate less. At work he kept careful track of how much money he was 
spending. Charlotte was using her credit card recklessly, he hated that. 
No woman had attracted his attention in weeks. He was looking 
constantly; he even made a few fumbling attempts at flirtation. Each 
time he felt awkward and embarrassed, and the woman he was talking 
to walked away disinterestedly. He wasn’t really attracted to any of 
them anyway.
He avoided Pike Place Market on his runs. Each day he started 
running in a different direction. One day he thought he saw Charlotte 
and Hugh in a coffee shop. He went in only to find he was mistaken. 
He bought a cup of coffee he didn’t want in order to avoid 
embarrassment. The day was gray, with heavy clouds that looked 
constantly on the verge of rain, though Thomas finished his run 
without feeling any raindrops.
Back at the office he balanced his accounts again. Finally, he grew sick 
of numbers and angrily shut down his computer. He kept hardcopies 
in a plain gray file cabinet. In the bottom drawer he kept another kind 
of record. Opening the drawer he took out an old leather bound day 
planner. He ran his fingers along the pages, reading his latest entries: 
‘10/4/99: Elaine Martin, rough hands,’ and so on. In the back section 
he kept records for Charlotte. Her last entry was her therapist, which 
had been a year ago. A line down from that he wrote Tl/2/99:
Hugh.’ Then he put his pen down. He didn’t have any idea what to 
write afterwards. He hadn’t expected this, there had been nothing in 
the agreement about friends.
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Ten years later, Thomas Condell was living alone. He still lived in the 
same house, but with Charlotte gone it took on a different character. 
Everything, even the size of it seemed strange to him. He had never 
noticed how much useless space it occupied. It took him years to get 
used to the silence. The lack of sound his bare feet made on the thick 
carpets in the morning unnerved him. Sometimes he was struck with 
the desire to hear music, but he had no idea what he wanted to listen 
to, and all the CDs had been Charlotte’s anyway. Sometimes he 
would leave the TV on in the background instead.
Thomas exercised almost obsessively, like he was training for a bitter 
struggle with old age, the first bout of which was his rapidly 
approaching fiftieth birthday. No matter how hard he worked 
though, he could not hold on to his hair. It began slipping through his 
fingers in the morning when he combed it. He developed a bald spot, 
which seemed to him a painfully obvious gap in his armor. He knew 
people stared at it as he walked down the street. He felt absurdly like 
he had a big white target on the back of his head, and all around there 
were unseen enemies taking aim. He detested toupees, so he grew a 
comb-over he detested slightly less.
He had found work in the form of a permanent efficiency consulting 
position with a software company. He appreciated the steady 
paycheck, but he felt trapped returning to the same building day after 
day. An affair with one of his co-workers had nearly gotten him fired, 
and now he was forced to meet her hurt and angry gaze each morning. 
He grew to despise everyone he worked with. He never went 
drinking with them, and he snorted and rolled his eyes at their jokes 
around the coffeepot.
Another Christmas came and went without much notice from 
Thomas. The first real indication he received was a package in the 
mail from Charlotte. It contained a Christmas card from her and her 
boyfriend and one of the little sample bottles of wine from their 
California vineyard. He didn’t read the Christmas card, and he put 
the bottle with the stack of others she had sent him. There were 
seven, one to mark each year of their divorce. The divorce itself had 
been bitter, after a long separation. The very last thing they did as a 
married couple was to attend Charlotte’s friend Hugh’s wedding, and 
that had been a painful evening of thinly veiled distaste.
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Thomas didn’t buy a Christmas tree. In fact he rejoiced in not having 
to haul some half-dead evergreen up from some little country 
Christmas tree farm because Charlotte couldn’t stand to have a fake 
tree. He reminded himself how grateful he was for the fingers free of 
sticky sap and the floor with no dusting of dead pine needles. He had 
almost forgotten Charlotte’s ridiculous theme trees, how she had once 
frantically driven to every craft store in town in the height of 
Christmas traffic looking for the perfect lace ornament for her ‘white 
tree.’ There had been no sitting through overpriced theatrical 
productions of A Christmas Carol or the Nutcracker Suite. There was 
no impassioned sweating and clutching at each other before the 
fireplace either.
In fact, it had been months since the last time Thomas had had sex, 
almost a year in fact. He didn’t notice it as much as before. He no 
longer woke up breathing heavy from his dreams, he scarcely even 
remembered them now. It angered him more than anything else. He 
was more likely to snap at people in the office. He felt ready to 
commit mass murder on the highway. Sometimes it got so bad he 
ordered porn through the pay-per-view channel, nervous as a fourteen 
year old, just to remind himself he was still in the game. He went to 
bars now and then, but he felt like women were constantly staring at 
his bald spot. He refused to turn his back on an attractive woman, 
imagining her eyes accusingly penetrating his fragile comb-over. He 
no longer went on business trips, or even vacations. He had no more 
excuses to meet women, and he was left fumbling for hackneyed lines 
to shorten the expanse of empty bar between himself and his chosen 
companion.
On New Years Eve his watch stopped. It might have stopped earlier 
than that, but the first time he noticed it was New Years Eve on the 
way to work. He pulled into a drugstore, not caring if he showed up 
late to work, and poked around looking for watch batteries. The 
drugstore clerk was an old woman who hunched protectively over the 
counter. She stared at him appraisingly when he handed her the new 
watch batteries he had selected. He saw her eyes linger over his 
thinning hair, the one betrayer of his age. Outside the blue shape of 
Mt. Rainier was looming over the city. It looked to Thomas like a 
giant wave in the distance, about to break over bustling Seattle.
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Later he pulled into the marble tower Orchid Technologies shared 
with several other companies. He parked his car in the garage and 
rode the elevator alone. His lateness freed him from sharing an 
elevator with morons. He made it to the office in time for coffee 
break. Dana, the woman he had had his unfortunate affair with, was 
at the coffeepot. When she saw him, she moved away without putting 
cream in her coffee. Behind him Thomas knew there were little knots 
of people noting his presence. They were probably complaining about 
his attitude.
“Tom?” someone said from behind Thomas. Looking back he saw it 
was Harold, the office peacemaker, “There’s a New Years party 
tonight at Caroline’s, I don’t suppose you want to come, but I thought 
I’d let you know.”
“Thanks,” said Thomas, and went back to his coffee. He didn’t have 
much to do during the holiday season since the company wanted to 
avoid layoffs around Christmas. He busied himself helping them cut 
corners with the contract work they solicited. It was against Orchid 
Technologies’ office policy to allow a real dartboard in his office, so he 
had to be content with plastic tipped darts and a porous fake board. It 
didn’t work very well, and he frequently had to get up to retrieve 
plastic darts that bounced out of the dartboard. He talked to almost 
no one all day long. At home he sat in his too-big house and flipped 
through the New Years programming. He got up to get a drink and 
found the only things left at the bar were the seven sampler bottles of 
wine from Charlotte’s vineyard. He couldn’t stand it anymore.
Struck by a sudden impulse, he decided to go to Caroline’s New Years 
party.
Caroline lived in town, in an apartment that felt cramped next to 
Thomas’ empty house. A few heads turned in surprise when he 
walked through the door, then returned to whispering. Thomas 
enjoyed that. He mumbled hellos to Caroline and her husband and a 
few other people, then headed for the bar. The party was not exciting, 
it was full of people he already knew. He had heard all their little 
problems already either first, second, or third hand. Then after a few 
gin and tonics he noticed a girl he didn’t recognize sitting alone on a 
box that had been converted into an impromptu extra chair.
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She worked with a little software company that Orchid contracted out 
to. Her hair was permed and dyed red, and it was tied back in two 
pigtails. She wore a black skirt and an old T-shirt with ‘The Cure,’ 
printed across the front. She wore red and white striped leggings that 
rose to her knees, Thomas supposed they were for Christmas spirit.
She looked to be about half his age, and she wasn’t what he would call 
gorgeous, but she struck him as few women had in the past few years. 
Perhaps it was her age, perhaps the fact that she was different from 
anyone he had ever been with before, perhaps it was the lonely look 
she had. He didn’t want to admit it, but he supposed his eyes had that 
look also. He moved over to be next to her, stepping gingerly over a 
tangle of partygoer legs to sit on an unoccupied trunk.
“Hello,” he said.
“Hi -ee,” she said, stretching the word until it was drawn out much 
longer than his hello. Her head lolled drunkenly as she talked. He 
realized they had almost nothing in common, but he had always been 
good at disguising that fact. Her name was Sharon. She was new to 
the city, and computers were her first love. That put him off a bit, but 
he also thought about how different she was, and how it might feel to 
kiss her, and how long it had been since he had kissed anyone. She 
laughed shyly at his jokes, and for the first time in a very long while he 
felt like a predator again.
He kissed her as the ball dropped on TV. Their lips met clumsily, and 
she tasted like alcohol. He didn’t care. At the end of the party he 
took her back to his house. They were both drunk and laughing at 
everything. He stumbled through his kitchen and dining room, his 
movements striking him as funny as he made them. His face was 
numb, which made kissing Sharon strange and difficult. They both 
laughed at their clumsy attempts at romance. They tripped and 
struggled their way up to the bedroom. It was the best night in recent 
memory for Thomas. The sex was awkward, and not really anything 
special, but it was something he hadn’t had for a very long time. What 
was more thrilling for him was sleeping next to someone. He slept 
more comfortably than he had in years, entwined in a drunken tangle 
of sheets with Sharon. She snored, but he didn’t care, in fact it almost 
lulled him to sleep.
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When he woke up Thomas felt like he had a throbbing mass of 
something in his head. He forced his thoughts against it, breaking 
through only with considerable effort. Sharon lay next to him. He 
had forgotten how good it felt to simply lie down with someone in his 
arms. He could stay in that position all day long. He dozed off again, 
doing his best to ignore his hangover. About a half-hour later, Sharon 
woke up.
She recoiled with surprise at the strange surroundings, and then she 
jumped up from his arm as if it burned her. She got out of bed, and 
began dressing clumsily. She jumped when she turned around to find 
him looking at her.
“Don’t go so soon,” he said, “I’ll make some coffee.” He was as 
surprised as she was at the words leaving his mouth.
“I shouldn’t,” she said softly. Then her face hardened with grim 
resolve, “Look, I think I made a mistake last night. I’m sorry about all 
this. I hope you don’t... Christ you’re probably old enough to be my 
father.” She looked sorry for those words after she said them, but she 
didn’t apologize out loud. Instead she finished dressing and walked 
out of the room. Thomas’ hangover hit him like an explosion when 
he rose. Sharon didn’t wait for him to show her the door. He 
stumbled downstairs as he heard it slam behind her, and silence again 
descended on the house. For breakfast he opened a bottle of 
Charlotte’s sample wine, hoping it would calm his head.
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Poem #1
walking in the city with her 
with a group of people on the train 
or in the city this city or the bus
which we took sometimes on the pike and at this rest stop this one 
time
around spring 
last year
whenever we would turn a corner or get out to change trains 
or something sometimes 
she'd just be gone
and five minutes later 
we'd find her 
around the corner
a couple of stops behind or something and
-look, she'd point, there it is again look when we walked back to 
find her
on the wall she'd written these things she'd said:
i'm getting used to 
being see through 
around you
-who do you think is writing these? she'd ask 
-really, they're all over the place
but then she would change the subject or someone else would 
or we would just walk a little slower 
and quiet
and then the next day i'd see something written in a bathroom stall
or in this book i bought 
in patterson
almost a year later
Derrick Martin
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P o e m  # 2
here is a list of things its hard to write a good story about
things like time spent in prison and divorce 
and being raped and being killed 
prayer and contact lenses 
and middle-age they're the worst
they are
a story set in an airport too
would be pretty difficult
i'm not sure that i could pull that one off
time spent looking at yr shoes is better 
like walking
just like 3: a.m. is better than 5:30 p.m. 
or not really better 
but just easier to swallow 
and more convincing
cuz no one really wants to believe in anything that happens 
at 5:30
also more convincing:
are stories about a man slowly slicing pear
or about too hot summer evenings
or about queer poets who abandon writing to run guns in africa
more convincing would be the repitition of a fifeen second 
film clip of a women depressing the same key on a piano 
over and over and over and over and over and over and 
over and over and over and over again
if you know what i mean
and cigarettes
i could write volumes and volumes of stories
just about people sitting at busstops
and smoking cigarettes
and ignoring eachother
a little uncomfortable
with their legs crossed
Derrick Martin
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S t .  V i n c e n t ’ s
Tracy Mann
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You see her -
one person in a world-wide race of those with green bills 
and those with nothing to show for life but the soles of 
their shoes -
her face a mosaic of those blue times, 
of having much and yet so little 
to show but the pieces of pain and greatness 
in the lines around her mouth.
Her eyes reveal a transport between gravestones
and brownstones,
from newborns to train tracks,
an etching in the curve of her lips
speaking, though still,
of more years than those in your own life,
of seasons of grey sticks and antlers,
of the daisy that stands
embarrassed -  the first one out in her string bikini.
She is one of many angels
without the concept of time
who leaves the details of beauty, despair,
ennui, and lust,
in a few detectable pieces on her face, 
which flash before you in the passing of trains 
from one station to the next.
Jennie Maslow
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When the skies started leaking gray silk,
I spotted him at the gate in his old 
Denim jacket stained with machine oil, 
Staring down at his rubber boots. I let him 
Into the kitchen, my coffee-scented haven.
He shakes his head, and I hear broken glass 
Jingle inside.
He tells me about the crow that comes 
To him every night, pecks his liver,
Runs her steel beak against his ribs,
And flies away, leaving silken black feathers 
On the blood-stained pillow.
He's grown to love that crow,
His only predictable guest.
"Your cleanliness makes me sick,"
He mutters, dumping his coffee into the sink.
Marina Petrowski
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Derrick Martin
P r e s e n t  T e n s e ,
& S e n t e n c e  F r a g m e n t s
It is springtime, now, in the city of brotherly love, in the once and 
former capital of these United States. Philadelphia, named after the 
last of the seven churches of the Apocalypse to which Paul sent letters 
at the end of the New Testament, home to the Betsy Ross house and 
the Liberty Bell, home to Democracy and fraternity and over-priced 
tourist merchandise. It is late March or early April or something like 
that, sometime surprisingly warm as the Northern Hemisphere of the 
earth begins to tilt more and more towards the sun. Daylight savings 
time is fast approaching. Soon Christ will push the rock from his 
tomb, soon the humidity will creep in and the sun will never set. 
Rebirth. Rejuvenation. Optimism.
It is springtime and Percival is sitting almost prostate on the curb 
somewhere just a couple of blocks east of Broad St., east of the cultural 
district and the University of the Arts, smoking cigarettes and 
stopping occasionally to slowly clean his glasses. He is smoking 
cigarettes and looking down at his shoes to pick away loose bits of 
canvas and dirt but also looking up, to scan the streets and narrow his 
wide eyes in the sun, looking. It has been raining for days up until 
now and while others spin excited through the streets, waltzing in the 
open air and in the revelation that they need not scurry from enclosed 
space to enclosed space, Percival looks as though he has been living 
underground, or nocturnally maybe. He wears faded jeans and a 
stained white shirt and headphones turned way, way up, loud enough 
so as to be audible to those around him. In fact, everyone who walks 
past Percival seems to go slightly out of their way to avoid him, 
everyone save for this one old spider leg of a man, some loose 
association of good intentions or just some bum who sat down next to 
him to try and bum a smoke or talk to him. After awhile, he left 
though. No response but a small almost imperceptible shaking of the 
head. It was hard to tell if Percival even saw the guy.
And this is really a pretty arbitrary location to set a story, I know. 
Percival is a pretty arbitrary name. He's supposed to meet someone 
here in just a little bit, a scheduled rendezvous at the diner located just 
behind him. It's someone he knows from home, from the other side
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of the country. His brother, his two-years-older brother, Brandon. 
Brandon has been visiting an old friend of his who goes to Brown for 
the past week. He scheduled his plane to leave from Philly, though, 
and decided to try and make the five hour drive down between Rhode 
Island and here, in the Keystone state, to come and see his kid brother 
before he left. Some news on his mind. Percival is always early to 
these things, though. He's early even when he plans to be late, 
unaware that everyone else has planned to be even later still. Hours 
sometimes. Percival is always the first to arrive.
And waiting. When he shows up, it's interesting. They are both kind 
of a long way from home. They are both wearing almost exactly the 
same thing.
So, yeah, this is Percival, our protagonist, not actually a real person at 
all, not a real human being, a real human living or growing or 
changing or leaving, never leaving, never learning from his mistakes. I 
just don't want to get anybody's hopes up too much. This story is 
pretty much about him.
And a little background.
Percival was never actually born, in the traditional sense. Any 
relevant maturation or growing he did, any skills he might have 
developed or problems or challenges he might have had to deal with in 
the past, they all went down elsewhere, away from the harsh corners 
and real consequences and responsibilities of our reality. If Percival 
was born and raised, he was born and raised in the sensory deprivation 
tank of my head. He’s just a clerical error, a genetic experiment, and 
his experiences up until this point are really limited to the somewhat 
exclusive canon that I have imagined for him. He’s not exactly the 
most in-depth or introspective person in the world. He is completely 
fictitious. I just made him up.
All these stories are really just about me anyway, I’m not really that 
great a writer. The only characters I was ever really able to come up 
with were either thinly veiled recreations of myself or just hollow, 
two-dimensional caricatures with no real life or vitality or goals or 
direction of their own, no communications skills, no surprises. They
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are all static. None of them have any real friends or relationships, 
unless they're just friends with somebody else that I know, unless I 
wrote about it, unless they're dating someone, someone else that they 
met through me.
And Percival, like I said, made up. 1 met Percival just about six 
months ago.
I would see him when I went running in the morning sometimes, early 
this past fall when I first got here. That's how it happened this time. I 
was trying to start running again, even though I was still smoking. I 
just wasn't sleeping all that well and it was just a good reason to be up 
that early. It was something primal, something aboriginal, running 
seemed like a way to really finally get where I was going. I have 
always liked running anyway, the tradition of the messenger burdened 
with his news and the messenger who runs to his own execution, the 
metronomic beat of human limbs, and ellipses, the perfect high school 
geometry of athletic track ellipses. Coughing and shin splints. And I 
would sometimes just fall asleep afterward on the bleachers. I would 
get there so early that the sun wasn't even really up yet, that you could 
hear the privately-funded, university-built field-lights buzzing and 
straining like constricted muscles. And all of a sudden Percival was 
just there, like he'd always been there, running exactly half a lap ahead 
of me, the two of us running together in tandem actually, neither 
gaining nor loosing a step. The same stuttered gait, the same fight for 
breath. He was just a little bit smaller than I am now, and even 
skinnier. He smoked and he wore headphones too, just like all my 
friends wore headphones, just like everybody I knew, and like I do.
And sometimes, after I was finished running, I would sit down off to 
the side of the track to wait for him to finish. It was like watching 
winter thaw. Percival would wear himself completely out. He would 
just run all day if he could.
So, back in the city, Brandon smiles as he stands there, a nervous but 
gregarious smile, an expectant smile, until Percival gets up, smiling 
some too, to shake his hand. It ends up turning into a hug instead, 
both of them a little surprised, and they hold onto each other for a 
moment. Along with the clothes, they are both just about the same
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height. There are other genetic conspiracies: they both have green 
eyes and they both have dimples and, even though Brandon wears 
contacts, they both have nearly identical vision problems. Waking up 
in the morning, they both blink like blind, old dogs. Percival’s hair is 
just a little shorter, though, and in a greater state of disarray. When 
they walk in, Percival leads, holding the door open for his brother in a 
manner that maybe gives up some of his optimism and his hope for 
today, even though he is a little apprehensious, too. They both are. It 
is usually like this.
Inside, the air conditioning is on and some of the people are happy.
Brandon actually reminds me a lot of my brother, who is two years 
younger than me but older in a lot of ways. Brandon paints and 
draws; he lives just outside of Seattle, Washington, out in the Pacific 
Northwest; he lives a whole lot closer to home than Percival does right 
now. He goes to school there, started on an athletic scholarship, a big 
track star, but eventually dropped that. He kind of lost interest, 
though he still runs sometimes, early early in the morning, and studies 
art history and graphic design, one of those double majors, though he’s 
working extra to pay for tuition now, too. He lost a lot of the 
school’s money when he quit track.
Percival, when he first arrived back east, used to have these dreams 
about going home, that instead of flying or driving or something, he 
had decided to walk. He was backpacking across the country, and 
instead traversing mountains and highways and cities and stuff, the 
whole United States had just turned out to be one giant field of 
cracked blacktop and asphalt. Percival was hiking across a parking lot. 
And every time he saw a payphone, he would stop and call his brother 
collect. He would tell Brandon to tell their parents that he was okay, 
really, that he wasn’t starving or anything and not to worry. And 
Brandon would sound worried, but would say that he would tell them, 
he would try. He would do his best to keep their mom happy, and 
their sister. And then they would hang up.
-so how were yr friends, how was yr week and stuff, you 
know, in rhode island?
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-oh we had a ball, man, we had a time, we, i mean, wow, i 
spent some money, i just kind of hung around and dug the place, it’s a 
beautiful city, once you get into town, and i hadn’t really seen a lot of 
those kids in awhile.
-you see claire at all?
-yeah, yeah she was there.
-hm.
-yeah, it was a little bit strange.
-old, uh, old friends, you know.
-there’s still prolly some baggage there, i mean, but it wasn’t 
all that bad. people deal, people bend a little bit and they make it 
through, uh huh. a good week, how are things with you here? with, 
uh, school and -  and oh fuck, what’s her name -
-school is actually finally going well, yes, school is getting 
better, you know, its, its really like you said, cuz that’s a hard first 
couple of months, that’s a difficult semester, freshman year.
-yeah.
-but yeah, i really feel like, i feel like i could make a go at it 
here, i really want to do that, some of the classes seem kind of 
disappointing at first, you know, but i’ve been poking around some, 
and you really can make it worthwhile if you want to. you just have to 
want to, you know?
-are you working at all or anything?
-i’ve been taking a lot of pictures.
-what about a job an stuff, have you called any of those 
studios i told you about, they’ve got yr names now, i wrote em all. one 
of them is a professor i used to have.
-yeah, yeah, i’ve been checking that out. . .
-but you know that right, if you want to you pretty much 
have a job at any of those places if you want to. i mean, i’m not trying 
to nag too much or anything, but they’ve seen yr stuff, all you’d really 
be doing at first is just doing prints and stuff, and layouts, buying 
chemicals, but i’ve shown em yr pictures, a lot of them really like what 
you’ve done, they wanna give you the chance to do more of it.
-uh huh, uh huh.
-i mean they really do. right.
-yeah, yeah, i’ve been thinking about that, i really have.
-hm . . . and, uh, it’s sarah, right, sarah’s her name?
-yeah, sarah.
-i only got to meet her fer like a day when she came over over 
thanksgiving.
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-sarah’s good, sarah and i are, we’re doing pretty well, it feels 
like awhile now, that sarah and i have been together.
-she wants to make movies, right? isn’t that what you said? 
-yes, she’s really talented, she has some skills and stuff, i’ve 
gotten to see her portfolio, some of the films she made in high school, 
pixel-vision stuff and some black and white and even this slide 
presentation thing she does, a lot of its really interesting, she’s . . . she’s 
doing well.
-but, its like i dunno. we’re well, we’re doing pretty good, 
most of the time, but, i mean, i was talking about it with kat, you 
know.
-uh huh.
-and it’s kinda weird, there are some times that i feel just, just 
right there with her, and some other times...
-did you see kat over winter break at all?
-kat and i broke up, like i said, we just talk sometimes.
-yeah.
-sarah seemed like a really good person to me. i liked her a lot, 
when i met her.
-me too.
-and . . .  i mean . . .  its like, a relationship is something you 
have to work at, it doesn’t just happen, you have to create the kind of 
circumstances that are going to let it happen.
-uh huh, and i want to.
And silence.
Throughout the length of their conversation, they both smoke 
cigarettes, ashing onto a napkin until their waitress comes and they ask 
for an ashtray. They drink coffee, too, and Brandon orders a salad and 
Percival doesn’t get anything but coffee. He’s not really hungry.
Like I said, the place is air-conditioned.
They talk about Brandon’s week up north and school and family and 
work and how Percival is making out here in Philadelphia. They talk 
a little bit about girls, too, like brothers will. Even though they are
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both just made-up and not real, they still have some feelings for the 
opposite sex, and for each other.
Kind of an interesting story about Percival that I just made up took 
place this past November, just before he went back home for 
Thanksgiving. He and Sarah, who Brandon asks about during their 
conversation, were sitting on the curb outside of their respective 
dorms watching the traffic go by and the stars because it was cloudless 
night and a little bit cold. They were each talking about how they felt 
about going home, because this was the first time, really, in the two 
months of their relationship, that they would be spending more than a 
day or two apart. Sarah was shivering a little bit in the late fall air but 
Percival seemed fine. There was a pause and he was smoking, looking 
up at the stars. That's the way pauses work.
And then Sarah asked him, I guess, what he thought was really the 
difference between the east and west coasts, where she lived and where 
he lived. She asked him what he thought.
And, for some reason, through some specific catch in her voice, this 
question really gots to Percival, it threw him, a little bit, into a little 
plummeting circle of reflection. He was giving the question a lot of 
thought all of a sudden and, just before he started to go off, just before 
unfolding his monologue and his attempt to actually articulate how he 
felt about Sarah’s inqueirery, he turned to see her looking off 
somewhere else, maybe up at the stars, too, or watching somebody 
cross the street, not really listening all that much any more. She was 
lost in thoughts of her own, Sarah had just been trying to make 
conversation, she had only just been trying to make Percival feel more 
comfortable, not really all that interested in the response herself. And 
Percival was still feeling a little too bogged down, and he wondered 
how relevant his answer to her question would have actually sounded. 
And when she noticed him looking at her, she smiled and touched his 
leg and turned away again.
And the next morning, I saw him running again.
-so i drove home again last month?
-yeah, i guess yr pretty close, over there huh?
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-yeah its just a couple of hours, get on the freeway, saw the 
family again.
-how, uh, how are they?
-they are well, they were really happy to see me i guess, its 
kind of strange to imagine, just the three of them left at home now, i 
mean, and patty stays home by herself, mom and dad don’t seem to 
mind too much, she’s not really that young any more, i guess, she 
makes out okay, she misses you, though, a lot.
-i know, i know, they tell me whenever i talk to them.
-she’s just ten and, i mean, its kind of hard to imagine when 
both yr brothers just get up and leave, it’s a big house too.
-i call them sometimes.
-the whole Sunday evening phone call thing, right?
-yeah.
-yeah that’s what i was doing for a while too, when i first 
went away to school, its almost formal, but, i mean, it does help, it 
makes all the difference in the world to them, with you especially, 
mom and dad got so excited when they heard i was stopping here to 
visit you and to spend the day. and patty, patty started telling me all 
this shit to tell you.
-mhm.
-uh huh, i mean it really means a lot to them when you call 
and when you write home and things, mom and i were talking about 
that a little bit. they’re really hopeful about you coming all the way 
out here, that it would be a good experience for you, to get to change 
and grow like maybe you couldn’t back home, or maybe you really 
wanted to.
-oh, but i am, and, you know, i really . . .  i really am.
-but mostly i think they just want to know that yr happy out 
here, or happy anywhere, that’s all that really matters to them, when 
yr grades came, it was a huge deal, they called me to tell me about it. 
they really like to see and hear that yr doing good and feeling, like, 
engaged.
-and school can be pretty engaging sometimes, i guess.
-well you have to make it engaging, like you just told me a 
little while ago. you have to take advantage of this stuff and work at it, 
at everything, you have to care about it, and . . . and i think you really 
are capable of that.
-or . . .  yes,
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-you are
So they finish talking, they spend a lot longer time than maybe they 
expected sitting in that diner, getting refill after coffee refill and 
smoking more cigarettes. There are even pauses in the conversation 
during which both Percival and Brandon each begin to reflect on how 
much of their adolescence has actually been spent sitting in diners and 
drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes. They have almost exactly the 
same thoughts. They wonder at the nature of adolescence, too, and at 
later adolescence, they wonder maybe a little too much, and at the 
language of college students, a language fraught with false starts and 
retreats and miscommunication and misunderstandings, a language 
frought with awkward pauses and misinformed opinions, and regret, 
and little rays of sunlight that occasionally break through the clouds.
They wonder at how long this time is really supposed to last.
-Percival, i think that this is really a time where you need to 
bear down and ask yrself how important this school and these people 
and this place is to you right now, honestly, and how important its 
going to be in the future, because these decisions that yr making, these 
sympathies and antipathies yr calculating, these priorities, they have 
repercussions, there are choices that yr making here, whether you 
know it or not, just by being here, just by lying back and smoking yr 
cigarettes and talking to me like you do, about sarah and about school 
and about this city and these people here, talking to me like this, 
i drove along ways to meet you here, Percival.
And sometimes when I go running here in the morning, now, because 
I’ve been sleeping a little better lately, though I still have trouble every 
now and then, its starting to get light enough now that I can actually 
make out what’s going on when I get there, no more straining field 
lights, no more constricted muscles. I’m still smoking, which still 
makes just about as much sense as it did when I first started running, 
and I still get shin splints and I still cough a lot. And I still like it, it 
moves me, though maybe for different reasons.
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And sometimes when I go running in the morning now, the lighter it 
gets, all of a sudden, when I look around I realize I’m not alone on the 
track anymore. All of a sudden there’s just this figure there, like he’d 
always been there, running exactly half a lap ahead of me, the two of 
us running together in tandem actually, neither gaining nor losing a 
step. The same stuttered gait, the same fight for breath. He is just a 
little bit smaller than I am now, and even skinnier. He smokes and 
wears headphones too, just like all my friends do, and just like 
everybody I know, and just like I do.
And he’s me, he’s the younger me.
Sometimes, after I finish running, I sit down off to the side of the track 
to wait for him. I wait for him at the gate, smoking, and walk up the 
ramp, falling back into step with him as he leaves, his headphones 
hanging around his next but still playing, audibly. He looks me up 
and down and maybe half-recognizes me but just doesn't know 
whether to admit it or not, not sure what business I have talking to 
him anyway. But I do start talking to him, talking in this hard, 
awkward language, these words, the only real words I've got. I try to 
tell him what’s going on right now and about this dream I had and 
about this story he’s going to have to write when he gets older because 
I’m still not all that sure if it actually happened or if it’s ever going to. 
Listen, I’m telling him, listen, you’re going to end up on the other side 
of the fucking country for awhile, you’re going to wake up in this 
incredible place one day, and a lot of days after that, you’re going to 
meet all these incredible people and a lot of them are going to seem 
pretty interesting or pretty fucked up or pretty beautiful or ugly or 
tragic or impossible or more so than even you. And a lot of them are 
going to be kind of hard to trust or to care about or get upset about, 
though you’ll really want to, part of you is going to really want to, 
you’re going to have to get up pretty early in the morning, you’re 
going to have to start running again, too. You’re going to have to 
walk all over this city and every person that you meet, every single 
solitary soul is going to seem like an epiphany to you and you’ll want 
to run up to all of them and throw your arms around them screaming 
screaming screaming screaming screaming all the time yes we are so 
glad that you came and look at the sun and breathe the air and it’s 
spring time, its spring its spring its spring, its here we are so glad that 
you made it. You are going to make it, I tell him, you are going to be 
okay even though you’re not, because you’re tougher than you think
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and this place is much bigger than you think and all that you really 
have to do is want to. And all that you really have to do is to try to be 
okay and to try to realize where you are and what’s going on because 
you’re going to miss it, and you really shouldn’t. I think it would be 
such a shame, if you missed it. I think it would it would, I think it 
would, I think it would.
And if Percival isn’t real, than neither am I, than neither is anybody 
that I know, and how frustrating that is.
But this story has ironies; it has semi-colons and multiple endings, it 
has an arsenal of good and bad intentions. And it’s not a very good 
story. And it is.
And sometimes we are not. And sometimes we are.
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H a n d s
Laurie C. Stewart
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S k a tin g
In Allentown they are tearing down the Hess's building 
for an ice-skating rink.
My grandfather worked there for fifty years 
to get a ring he wore on his right hand -  
his two marriages laid out in shining symmetry.
He walked to work every day
across the same sidewalk
where one day he would stop walking
and fall over outside of his doctor's office.
Soon my grandmother will watch the building go down, 
watch them wipe away the residue of his ever having been 
like they scooped him from the sidewalk.
I wonder how it feels to watch the world evolve
into a place that doesn't want you anymore,
that rakes your memories into a pile and sets them ablaze.
Now my grandmother, the alchemist,
must turn two metal rings and
a heart-breaking affection for the demolished Hess's building 
into golden blades for skates 
to carve her life and her love 
into deep, sure lines 
on the fresh ice.
Beth Staples
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In  th e  P e n u m b r a  o f  E ig h te e n th  a n d  A lle g h e n y  
The skull eyes of Eighteenth and Allegheny three-stories are of 
course oblivious
to the thick tufts of pale pollution rising from refineries, 
prayerlike,
and to the tumbletrash blowing by the man laid out under the 
trestle bridge
who, for hours, has held nothing in his mind but the sound of 
dribbling.
A shot falls softly off the rim; the small boy finds the rebound 
by feel;
he fakes out phantom defenders; a train's muffled wail builds 
and fades.
Again, he aims at the basket he doesn't need to see and swells 
with the image
of a buzzer beater--a lush contract-the house he'll buy his 
momma.
John Eckert
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Birds Singing at Night
Birds at the window
sing at nothing
as if the sun were out
as if there were any reason to sing;
they wake the boy in the house
turning in his blankets.
He is sweating he is
sleepless, looking to the birdcage.
But the bird in the cage
sings only in daylight,
night to him is a
draped blanket
wrapping his world.
The boy in the house delights 
in bringing such darkness, saying 
"Little bird, watch me 
take away the light," 
in love with little powers 
ineffective on the 
birds at the window.
He is shouting, wondering
"Why don't you go get cages of your own?"
The boy in the house is not sleeping,
he is walking out into night.
And the birds in the trees
sing at nothing
as if the sun were out
as if there were any reason to sing;
and the boy in the field
is cold and frightened.
The boy in the field 
is trembling at the stars 
that glare
like holes in a very big blanket
Nick Scorza
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T h e  A s t r o lo g y  T a lk s
From the overpass I see 
the streetlights hung on 
gritty darkness.
The constellations fallen
and viewed from different angles,
devoid of significance.
In the back seat space is
boundless between us,
the light from her face
will reach me in a million years,
her expression long since
changed.
The scholar in me marks 
the phases of that face.
I plan my course by skies 
and cryptic notes in newspapers 
I feel were written just for me.
And now I watch her eyes 
for fulfillment of that prophecy.
In the back seat space is 
passing by our window.
We're being driven, 
and we spend all our time 
seated with an eye to the
directions of our leanings 
and the language 
of our postures.
Each the hero of a story 
with a different ending. 
We throw our wishes at
a shooting star
to find it a high flying airplane.
We press our faces to the glass 
each looking out a different way.
N ick Scorza
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U n t i t l e d
Erin Higby
i
Sandra MacLiammoir
L i l y  A m o n g  T h o r n s
If a man were to look at my skin -  the skin on my forearms, for 
example - he would immediately see that it is of the whitest and most 
translucent quality imaginable. I am not boasting when I say this; it is 
a fact. If any man were to feel my skin he would immediately realise 
that it is of the softest and most agreeable texture. In human terms, 
these are also facts. You might think, then, that these two attributes 
might attract and magnetise men. But there is more to my charms than 
this. My flesh is plump and firm to the touch. My hair, too gleams like 
a beacon of health, curling naturally around my neck. The color of it 
is rich and dark; I do not dye it at all. You might think that this lovely 
feature would assist the soft, white skin in the quest for obtaining 
nights of passion, however occasional, but there is more to 
recommend me. I am feisty, intelligent, passionate, and when I want 
to, which is quite often, I can swear and drink pints of beer with the 
boys. I am young and strong, and my ovaries are full with their quota 
of eggs that come falling away, one at a time, with perfect regularity 
from my splendidly large reproductive organ and instrument of love, 
once every twenty eight days. I can crack a good joke with the best of 
them, and sometimes a dirty one, too. Fit for love indeed, you might 
think, but I have more charms. Breasts. Yes, my breasts. I am blessed 
with two splendid swellings, placed high enough on my chest to cause 
even myself to draw in my breath at the sight of their naked beauty in 
the mirror. I love them. Whiter and softer even than the skin on my 
forearms, they are the milky mounds, globes and orbs of all literatures, 
enticingly rounded works of art, crested with the magnificent, dark 
buds of erogenous mystery that drive women and men crazy. I will 
not enrapture myself about the beauty of my navel; it is as good as any 
other, and possibly better than some. The navel lends symmetry to the 
body, but since most people take it for granted, so shall I. What else? I 
also know how to appreciate a man. I have many and diverse 
techniques for this. Yes. I fascinate myself; could I fascinate, say, a 
darkly handsome man, or even a fair, moderately attractive man? Do I 
have a chance? In my own opinion, there are indeed things that 
qualify me to be fit for love, and worthy of it. Amongst these are that I 
breathe, that I want it, and that I know all about it.
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Yes, I know what I am talking about all right. I know all about men 
and their attractions to women, for I am one of the dedicated experts 
on physical attraction. I understand the arts and the vagaries of love 
and I am familiar with all the suns, moons and stars that are associated 
with its many moods. I know better than many people, for I have 
spent long nights studying these intimate enchantments. I have spent 
night after night reading the literatures of the world on the subject of 
love, while lying alone on my bed at night in a room that is always 
bathed in serenity and fragrance. This is a bed, it must be remembered, 
which is always dressed with fresh white cotton sheets, with a light 
down duvet and pillows, and which is softly lit by bedside lamps at 
each side. If ever I want to, I can switch on music of love from any 
culture of the world. I can speak to any man in his own love-language, 
and anticipate his ethnically particular customs and observances of 
intimacy. I know also that when men say they adore a woman’s skin 
because it is as soft as silk, and because it is as white and as translucent 
as alabaster, and because the combination of these two is irresistible - 
I know that they are lying. I know that men are lying because I have 
researched the kneeling by men at the naked feet of women who are 
fortunate enough to be blessed with a white, translucent skin that is 
also soft. I know that the kneeling depends upon the women having 
other blessings which are nothing to do with these attributes.
Men love beauty, and I agree that physical attributes are amongst the 
finest in a woman’s armoury of instruments of seduction. I do not 
underestimate the power of my hard breasts for one moment. But 
there are also the musky odors, fragrances and pheromones that 
emanate from all underarms, from all mouths and from between all 
groins, to pervade and unite with the air in a dance which would 
powerfully attract people to each other even if they were blindfolded. 
The olfactory factor in sex, it is sometimes called. Subliminally 
outwitted by pheromones. Yes, that exists all right, and it of course 
exists for me in healthy measure too.
But the crucial thing about all this is that these seductive aspects of a 
person must all fit together to form some semblance of an ideal -  they 
must conform to a standard. I know this very well, for my own crime 
is that it doesn’t matter how beautiful some parts of myself are; my 
other attributes -  those things the rest of you normal people take for 
granted - do not fit. Believe me. It is my fate that the growing plates at 
the ends of my bones -  which you all take for granted also - have never 
functioned properly, in a particularly grotesque hereditary condition
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known as achondroplasia. I am a dwarf. I was born a dwarf and I will 
stay a dwarf. I stand just four feet tall, and my baggy clothes do not fit 
properly. Where are my beautiful attributes now, in the eye of a 
beholder? Of course they do not count. Nothing counts against the 
weight of fate which has made me into a woman who is not perceived 
to possess a woman’s beating heart, a woman’s desires. In one way I 
count myself fortunate: I have not entirely been consigned to play the 
freak, as my mother was. But am I , healthy, funny, witty and twenty- 
nine years old, entitled to love? Achondroplasics have normal 
intelligence, and in some cases, one must presume, above normal 
intelligence. That is our burden. We also have larger than normal 
genitals, a fact of which I myself am rather proud. I know of male 
dwarves who also agreeably respond to this abnormality. But what 
about our drives and our aspirations? Normal, normal, normal. We 
want to work and we want to buy houses; we want to fall in love and 
we want to have children. Are we entitled to that? When my 
hormones rage for the bliss of loving sexual union, must I forever be 
denied because I am unappealing to the sense of sight? Does this 
aesthetic defect mean that I am not worthy of experiencing human 
love?
Love is the ultimately transforming human experience of the senses, of 
the soul and of the spirit. Is it dependent for its expression on physical 
conformity? When I withdraw into my room at night, shall I forever 
have for a companion only a stack of books about love on the bedside 
table? Are the soft lights and the sweetest of love songs always to be 
wasted in the darkness of my nights?
My mother worked in a convent all her life. The nuns put her in their 
basement, and her job was to keep the Victorian boiler furnace stoked 
with coal. The nuns must have figured that since dwarves were 
creatures who worked stoking the fires underground in the fairy 
stories, they’d just have to do the same in the convent. To my mother 
it was just a job, and she was glad of it, but I would have objected. She 
coupled briefly with a normal man, I think, and never told me the 
details of their relationship. Perhaps she was ashamed. Though 
normals do not find us attractive, there are all sorts of them who are 
willing to couple with us, usually for the wrong reasons. Dwarves who 
conceive by normals have a fifty-fifty chance of having a normal child. 
Many of us think it is worth taking that chance. But my mother gave 
birth to me. She never said whether she was disappointed or not, but
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she understood that her daughter, Lily, was not going to have an easy 
life, any more than she’d had.
It is bad enough being an unmarried mother. To be an unmarried 
achondroplasic mother is just about as bad as it gets. That is why my 
mother was in the convent -  she was paying for her sins by sweating, 
unseen, in front of the furnace. At least I was always warm and dry 
when I was a little kid. Our apartment was in the basement, and was 
the coziest place I have ever known. These nuns assumed that I did not 
have normal intelligence, so they didn’t bother sending me to school. 
People sent books down to my mother to keep me quiet and out of 
her way. Our window had an alcove seat which looked out over a 
glistening lawn surrounded by mature mimosa trees, and every 
morning as the sun rose I sat there on red velvet cushions stuffed with 
horsehair (which I think were actually discarded prayer hassocks), and 
read fairy stories about dwarves forging metal underground, and I later 
discovered arcane encyclopaedias about tender love customs in foreign 
lands. When the Sisters found out that in some respects my education 
surpassed their own -  on the matter of aesthetics, for example -  they 
began to look at me with pity. They would have preferred it if my 
mind had been as stunted as my body. They closed the doors of their 
library to me, and tried to put me to work amongst the ashes in the 
basement, so I left them behind, and enrolled with a rehab 
organisation that places small percentages of disabled people in normal 
places of employment. After some hard thinking on the matter of 
options, I now work in the restaurant kitchen of a respected college by 
day, and in the evenings I have free run of the library with my own 
little plastic ID card. The work is not so hard - I slice up vegetables and 
fruit all day long. I also grate a lot of chocolate and mix a lot of cream. 
Tuition is free to employees, and guaranteed, so I am also now a 
philosophy student.
I gave my mother the hardest time when I had my own special crisis of 
puberty. “Remember you are precious to your mother, Lily,” she kept 
on saying. She was determined that the same wasn’t going to happen 
to me as happened to her; she knew what normal men are like with 
freaks and crippled females. Many men will happily have sex with a 
dwarf for novelty, for the dark thrill of an alien embrace. But when 
my flower first opened I didn’t know that. I used to lie back, close my 
eyes, ascend into sensual gratitude and tell them I loved them. That 
was because I did love them. What I was closing my eyes to was the 
fact that they were only fucking me, and only in secret, and only when
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they were drunk or desperate or both. I was a sad teenaged girl, 
particularly as none of them stopped to think that I might have 
something approaching normal thoughts or feelings. So I stopped 
doing it. And that is when I decided to make a study of love. My hopes 
and dreams were already in place; my reading and my studies in erotic 
art gave a new form to them which became real to me. I began to 
aspire towards such expression in my own life. The night my secret 
energies began moving with a new certainty was the night that I met 
Alan.
Yes. My life changed when I met the handsome, sandy-haired Alan. I 
met him in “The Princeton Tavern” when I was sitting on a high bar 
stool, a little tipsy, and ranting about politics and the disabled. It was 
my creative time of the month. Miraculously, my achondroplasia was 
not the first thing he saw. For not much longer than a few seconds, he 
experienced only the feistiness, the outspokenness, the wittiness and 
the intelligence which flowed from me that night. But it was enough. 
He forgot his talk of basketball; forgot the lads he was with; he was 
interested in this person. “ I’m listening to you,” was all he said. Then 
he strode over, scratched his head apologetically and put his pint down 
next to mine. He dazzled me with his grin, his big chest and his long- 
legged jeans. He said he was a truck driver just like his father, and 
asked me whether I minded that. I laughed. Then I found that Alan 
has a form of growth-plate disorder that is in a funny way related to 
achondroplasia, although it seems to be the very opposite. Alan is six 
feet six inches tall -  he has a condition commonly known as gigantism. 
His growth plates were overactive, particularly in early life. The way 
our conditions are similar, apart from that they are both growth 
disorders, is that we both know what it is to experience a sense of 
difference. We were both freakish children. So we hit it right off.
By some wonderful miracle Alan and I became special to each other. 
We talked, we listened, and we laughed together. Within six weeks he 
moved in with me. In the daytime we went to work, Alan to his long 
hours of truck driving, and me to work unseen in the college kitchen, 
cutting up lettuces for the caesar salads, baking fat potatoes for the 
students’ lunches and frosting great chocolate cakes for them. At night 
in my apartment, Alan came home, and all that I had read about the 
sun, moon and stars became real to me for the first time on that duck 
down duvet with the white sheets, as we dedicated ourselves over and 
over, to the eternal poetry of candid, mutual love.
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I primed him with the geisha relaxation techniques of Japan. I seduced 
him with the erotic wiles of the East, with the arcane practices of the 
North and the West, and with the intimate rituals of the Polynesian 
Islands. I seduced him with the Tantric practices of India. I was well 
rehearsed in the art of preparing love potions of all cultures.
Eventually he told me that he’d had no idea that anyone could make 
love with such passion and abandon as I. He told me that he was a man 
in love. So I gave myself completely to him. I had always been 
confident that once I had my man, I would be able to keep him. So it 
was, and as my love for him deepened, he loved me in return. We did 
the silly stuff, too. He baked long-legged gingerbread men for me with 
big penises sticking out on them. “Here, bite this off,” he would laugh. 
In return I washed his long-legged jeans for him and picked up his 
socks off the floor. He woke me at three in the morning just to look at 
the moon and I sent him out at almost equally unearthly hours to get 
me tampons or nail varnish remover. The more Alan loved me, the 
more I loved him, and all through those first months we called each 
other by pet names. Of course I became pregnant.
That is when people started to become fascinated with us. Two freaks 
falling in love is not news. Two freaks falling in love and having a 
baby, God love them, is freaky news. I wanted my baby, even though 
the chances of him or her being born achondroplasic were high. My 
apartment, so lately transformed into a haven for lovers, became a 
mecca for curious well-wishers. I opened the drapes in the mornings, 
to find passing strangers glancing up in fascination at my most normal­
looking windows. I got home in the evenings to find that I had new 
friends arriving at the front door with me. On Saturday mornings the 
high stools in my most ordinary little kitchen were all occupied by 
coffee-drinking neighbours out for a stroll and a look at the love- 
freaks. Of course I treated them all to the courtesy of a welcome, and 
as Alan tried in vain to read his newspaper, I climbed my two steps to 
put on the kettle for them. I do not regret that I did so. But the 
intellectual, pregnant dwarf and her handsome, truck-driving giant 
became a sideshow for the amusement of anyone who cared to stop 
by. My library of books on love became an infamous topic of 
conversation that seemed to excite people. “ Have you seen this one?” 
they would say, with heads bent together. When normals looked at us 
as a couple, they seemed pensive and abstracted, as though wondering 
how we did it, what we saw in each other, or what the tall, handsome, 
basketball-crazy Alan saw in me. When we went out together, people
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stared at us; people who would never normally notice an ugly little 
dwarf like me walking out to her car with the hand controls and the 
wheelchair logo on the license plate; people who would never notice a 
repellent little woman on her way to her place of work in a college 
restaurant kitchen.
“Lily, why are they asking us all this?” he would ask over and over. 
He’d scratch his head; he really didn’t understand. “But what is the big 
deal?” he would ask them to their faces. He got no answer. What he 
couldn’t stand was the unashamed sexual curiosity. Rather than 
provide answers, we asked them questions.
“ Isn’t it natural,” I would ask them, with secret provocation. Nobody 
ever dared reply that, on the contrary, they considered it unnatural. 
For both of us, our love was the most satisfying experience of our 
lives, a transcendent process of merging that bordered on the mystical, 
but people were treating us as though our love was something really 
weird. They were also treating it as though it were public property.
Eventually Alan settled down, seeming to accept that these curious 
visitors were nothing less, after all, than our friends, our well-wishers. 
As we relaxed into complacent domesticity, the swell of visitors 
became a trickle. Our efforts at educating them seemed to have 
worked. It was magic - peace was in our house now, as well as love, 
and I stitched together tiny garments for my child in this heaven of 
goodwill.
To be a dwarf in a world of normals is to be always on guard. Now, 
swelling in pregnancy and softened by love, it was as naturally and as 
easily as laying down a sword at a threshold that I let down my guard. 
Inside my own home with my man, I had no reason to do otherwise. 
So when the knock came at the door and Alan got up to open it, I was 
utterly unprepared for the smiling beauty who gusted into our living 
room in high-heeled shoes, calling, “surprise!” It was as though a barn 
door had been kicked open and sunlight had come flooding in. She 
kissed Alan, laughing musically, and stooping very low, she took my 
hand briefly into her cool grip.
“Mother!”, said Alan in delight. “Lily, it’s only mother.” The woman 
coiled herself with stupendous grace at one end of the sofa, said that 
she was delighted for us, and glinting with gold jewelry, at once began 
the unobtrusive gaze. Trembling under it, I mounted the two steps to
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the stove and put on the kettle for her, my hand shaking as I lit the 
gas. She was still gazing softly at my swollen form as I clambered 
down, still with that wonderful smile on her pensive, ballerina face.
“Alan is so much like you,” I said, my voice an awed croak. 
Accustomed to compliments, they flashed confident smiles across at 
each other. “Let me help you with the tea,” she said kindly, and strode 
into the kitchen, her long arms and legs reaching everything around 
her without taking one step. I glanced in at Alan, but he was lost in 
thought, looking at the floor, his wondrous legs spread adrift on the 
carpet. So I stood silently underneath her, as a very small rodent, 
surprised in the open, has no alternative but to stand perfectly still 
underneath the terrible shadow of the hawk’s poised wings.
It was irrational of me to be so afraid, but no, all women are afraid of 
meeting the mother of their lover for the first time. I had never before 
met any man’s mother. I could feel the nervous color rising on my 
neck. I climbed into my chair across from the sofa and turned to face 
them. They talked a lot and laughed a lot, and did not once exclude 
me; we were just like a happy family. Every time she laughed, her little 
chin became more pointed. I was hypnotised. The talk now was of 
Alan’s impending visit with her. He had a week’s holiday due, he 
explained to me. They would go back to the mountains together, they 
agreed, today. “Oh, but will you be alright by yourself?” she asked me, 
her face a small and very beautiful white mask.
“Of course,” I replied. “Anyway, I will be out all day at work, and 
college in the evenings.” Soon I will be giving all that up and taking 
maternity leave, I thought, but not yet. Not yet. They gave me a 
number to call.
Alan came back from the mountains seven days later. It had been 
worth the trip, he said, putting clean socks carefully away. He had 
come a long way, he said. It had been a long time since he’d made the 
trip home. No, he was not hungry for the dinner that was in the oven. 
No, he didn’t even want cookies and milk. “I’m tired”, he whispered 
softly to me in bed, as I wrapped perfumed arms around him and the 
moon threw shards of silver across the coverlet. Still I clung to him, 
realising as I lay heavily and sleeplessly against his long body in the 
darkness that his desire for me was gone.
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So on a brilliant sunny morning as birds shrilled outside the window, 
Alan stood in the middle of the living room, scratched his head 
apologetically and said, “Lily, my love, I really don’t think I can stand 
this anymore.” He didn’t say, “this circu s,” but by then it had ceased 
to be a circus. I understood that when someone tells you, for whatever 
reason, that they cannot go on loving you, then however much you 
may want to, you cannot argue with that. But knowing it did not stop 
me from collapsing irrevocably into a terrible sadness. That was my 
moment of loss; that, even as new life kicked inside me, was my 
crudest wound. I should have known -  I did know - that in order to 
be fully human you must not only experience love, but you must also 
have your heart broken by it. And here it was; the end had come to 
me. Alan was disengaging, and I was just as wide open to that as I had 
been to his love. We sat down on the sofa and held each other for a 
very long time.
Previously, the broad-minded Alan had happily mingled in the ranks 
of the normals. I had never been perceived as remotely normal, not 
even with my good intelligence. Knowing me had turned him into a 
freak. But I am guessing, now, three years on. I think he must have 
seen me suddenly through her eyes; perhaps she persuaded him. I don’t 
really know - he spared me the truth which I already knew, probably 
better than he did.
Yes. That was three long years ago. Perhaps he didn’t have the 
investment in it that I had; loving him had been my life’s work. 
Perhaps he just didn’t have the fight in him. But because of the child I 
carried, the interest in myself continued. Alan left long before our 
notoriety became so widespread that a feature writer from the Sunday 
Enquirer came round to interview me about my life and my love. I 
told her that people like us can have fulfilling love experiences, and 
that part of my role in life now is to change the expectations of those 
who believe we cannot.
The people in the newspaper office were annoyed at how I badgered 
them on what words were put into the article. But they printed it in 
exactly the tone that I wanted; it’s a start. There were photographs in 
the paper, but of course, not of Alan. The pictures are of myself, the 
aesthetically repellent unmarried mother-dwarf, wearing ill-fitting 
clothes, proudly standing next to a tall, slim little boy with exquisitely 
symmetrical features.
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"Love" Poem
Your eight year-old hates poetry.
I said I wanted to write something 
about the word "dissolve," 
she said, without thinking,
"Night dissolves into m orning.”
I was impressed, knowing it wasn't cliche, 
but a symbol to her.
Will she will ever be silent as nights like this, 
untrusting, angry, pained and exhausted, 
thinking love is a goal, and not a process?
You hate my poetry.
It's all expression and symbol, 
talks too much, 
overdone like pot-roast, 
most of the time 
ignores trochees,
form, and the coldness of your colors.
You hide behind trees, 
morning about to pierce, 
as I dissolve  into dawn, 
become vast.
In footprints, disappearing 
along the tidal flats, 
everything is a beginning.
Anne Margaret Mannion
M id d a y  N a p
He played their classics during her nap; 
when she was sleeping on the couch, 
soft and butterfly-like. At half past noon,
He would rescue Bach from the stillness 
of the attic and wipe the dust off the notes 
with the sleeve of his sharp, blue, dress shirt. 
Then, he would raise the violin to his chin, 
the strings singing the song of a tired moth 
being cooked in the flicker of Handel, 
making a flame that was distinguished, 
yet frail and without a wick. He played melodies 
that penetrated the walls, shattering 
the mirrors and cleft her dreamscapes.
She heard it often during REM: 
fingers scratching a chalkboard 
or millions of forks making noisy love 
across the plates they had received 
as a gift on their wedding day.
Bach, Handel, Beethoven.
He didn't stop his play and stood
once again, by the light of her midday nap.
Anne Margaret Mannion
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Dave Scatchard
T h r e e  H o u r s
I was either half-awake or half-asleep, I can't remember. New York 
City is one of those places where you seem to lose your mind on a 
daily basis. This day was no different. Walking along in some type of 
Dream State, I decided to take a shortcut to a destination that had yet 
to be determined. The alleyways of New York City are not places 
where you want to use your mind on a daily basis, but this day was 
different. I was determined that my destination would be found 
around the next corner and as soon as a corner appeared, I turned.
This was one of these alleyways that contained the usual trash heaps, 
cats, homeless drunks, helpless addicts, abandoned cars, and five stories 
of wash lines above my head. Stereotypical in most ways but one.
This alleyway contained what looked like an infinite number of open 
doors. Odd because no one ever leaves an alleyway door open in this 
city ...no one. A man in a white suit confronts me.
"Where are you headed?" he whispers. I don't answer him because I 
am not sure, and also because one can never trust a whispering 
stranger. He asks again and I stare at him as if he's some kind of 
amazing piece of artwork being displayed for me. He stares back. I 
am determined that he knows what it is I'm thinking about him. He 
hands me a small green flyer.
"I k now  what y o u  're thinking" it says.
"Really," I think to myself. He nods. I wonder why the paper only 
says this. Everything seems so peculiar, yet normal at the same time. 
"Look at it again," he tells me. When I look down, it tells me to enter 
the door. Now there are more than many doors in this city, and this 
odd alleyway contains at least half of them, so what am I to do? At 
this point, I am sure that this man is trying to sell me some type of 
new-age mop or high quality rug shampoo, yet I want to inquire. I 
looked up and he was gone. So were all of the doors, except for one. 
There is a door directly to my left with an elaborate painting of what 
looked like a family portrait of the Rockefellers, only the heads were 
missing. I didn't care because I wanted my free demonstration or 
whatever it was I was in for. I took some money off the Rockefeller 
painting and proceeded through the door.
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Inside was three candles burning, three Siamese cats, three tables 
covered with three beautiful tapestries, two upside-down derby hats, 
and a small and old albino gentleman sitting on three cushions with a 
derby hat on top of his head.
"Welcome to this place," he yells. I am struck by the smell of apple 
pie, mainly because it's my favorite food. There are three of them 
sitting on one of the tables. He tells me I can’t eat them. I don't want 
to. He probably knows that.
I look at this old man and humbly ask him, "what are you selling me?" 
He falls asleep right there and I get annoyed, extremely annoyed. I try 
to wake this man up but he is snoring and drooling and smiling and I 
start to think that he is delirious or something like that.
"Delirious?" he shouts, "Of course I'm not delirious, just tired. I've 
been waiting patiently for you for way too long."
"Why, and how do you...who are you...what is this place?"
"Stop!" he yells, "asking questions." Now I am so extremely 
aggravated because I want to know everything right now and I know 
that I am finding nothing out. I want to know what is in the hats but I 
know better, at this point, than to ask.
"In each of these hats is an answer that applies specifically to you, and 
you may have one of these answers if you'd like, but first some things 
need to happen."
He tells me that one of these hats contains the answer to how I will 
die, what will be the final death of me. The other hat contains the 
answer to my life's biggest glitch, the downfall in my inner self and 
possibly the characteristic that most defines my life according to how 
I've lived thus far. I want to know both, but that is an impossibility.
In addition, I can not know beforehand which answer is contained in 
which hat. I am annoyed, but grateful at the same time.
"Close your eyes," he asks me. As soon as I do, I am confronted by a 
virtual slide show of images. Depicted are everyday items such as 
trees, flowers, rivers, clouds, sunlight, snow, rain, and all of the
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underappreciated beauties that nature has to offer me. There is my 
family, and my dog and my friends and my pet gecko Charlie, but not 
my stereo or my car or my cell-phone. Everything is presented in its 
beautiful and natural color and everything seems to glisten like a 
diamond in the sun. The overwhelming beauty draws tears from my 
eyes and I awake feeling better than I have in three years. I am still 
standing, and the man in the derby is still sitting on his three cushions 
and I want to know why three, but before I ask, the man interrupts 
my thought.
"Have you ever read the Bible?" I don't answer. He knows I haven't. 
He tells me that I am free to choose a hat and find an answer. Due to 
the fact that I cannot know if life or death will be answered until I've 
already chosen, I am unbiased as to which I pick, yet I am 
uncontrollably annoyed that I cannot know. The little man knows 
this I am sure. Without thinking, I pick from the hat on the right. 
There is a little green piece of paper inside and I pull it out.
There is one word on the paper. It reads cu riosity. I immediately ask 
"Which of the questions is answered here?" However, when I looked 
up from the paper, I was in my apartment and the man was gone and 
the candles, tables, cats, and it is exactly 3 PM.
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M y D earest Friend
Forgive me.
You know me -
always too busy to stay in touch.
Yet you are often in my thoughts.
Sometimes we don't communicate;
I'm afraid you'll get fed up and stop loving me. 
I confess I forget,
even though you've been so good.
Mea culpa.
I'll improve, I promise.
But here is why I'm in a writing mood.
Would you mind sending down a few things? 
Something to take away my pains.
Relief, and more security, I want.
Thinking of that,
I need to feel the kids are safe always.
Love to Father.
Tell Him I'm done foolin'.
Looking forward to coming Home.
Sandra MacLiammoir
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The Song of Casanova
Casanova, Casanova 
Sleeping in a tabernacle 
Tompkins Square 
A pilgrim on this earth 
A wanderer on this soil 
Friday's Sabbath child
Daily partakes on 47th Street -  
As he watches the comers 
and goers, he stares them down 
Can make them freeze 
Color them green 
Plastic soldiers positioned 
For a deadly dirt war
He can freeze the cars in mid-flight 
Kisses their faces in the windows 
But he's just a soul, wearing a 
monstrous mask, from which he hides 
Himself
He's just a child
wrapped in swaddling cloth -
Its only a child that you spit on
He walks along the faded yellow lines
on the main street
facade
White flashes bleach the sky
High-rise buildings speak religion
A massive parade of homeless souls erupts
along the sidewalks
And Casanova covered in ticker-tape,
A celebration of life
For New York's homeless savior 
- The War is o ve r­
lo o k , there's the Marine Corps marching 
band, and the 21-gun salute 
He spots his mother, with faded tears in her eyes 
A thousand dancing popes 
14 prezzidents 
Puppets coming to life 
Colors mixing
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Street women screaming 
Dogs howling 
Clowns with frowns 
The War is over 
Today he's a hero 
Tomorrow he's a fraud
He walks hand in hand
with a parading carousel of homeless souls
numbering a thousand -
A thousand plastic soldiers have returned
Survivors
of the deadly life game 
Casanova waves endlessly 
Anoints the children 
And in an instant,
Pulled from the street,
He meets an austere copper's eyes...
And in an instant,
The lights went out again 
The war is over
Casanova, Casanova 
Sleeping in a tabernacle 
Tompkins square
Covered in sackcloth
Bathed in ashes 
Do you understand 
Do you really
Understand?
Jim  Lewis
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W o r r ie d  Life  B lu es
I watched my father walk out 
Onto the lonely streets, which 
Offer no shame for the impure;
His wings, laced with conscription 
Upon his chest, the inscription of 
True infidelity
It seemed the followers of Cain, 
they have done him wrong 
His notion of freedom:
He dreamt to lasso the moon
or to play manifest destiny; to follow
the road with the long white line to the ocean,
or the horizon line
Instead, he can change his scenery
And his altruistic "but I need something else..."
By remote control,
The American way.
He leaves behind a wife to
wonder, and kin who may never understand,
And I, believing in his promise for the moon,
and the candles fade from a darkening bedroom window
and outside, they abandoned the search
and the lights went down on this town of neglect;
This culture of denial.
In effigy, the master of the 
household relinquishes his once 
divine and rightful position.
Be it by air, land, or sea, 
we hope he finds his way back.
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But let him reach the ocean, 
let him adopt the moon, 
let him reach the forest of life, 
place his ear to the ground, 
listening to the tones of mother earth, 
may he hear his calling.
He holds the directions 
And the fertile roots 
of nowhere's 
flowing
verdant
valleys.
Jim  Lewis
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T he N ortheast E xtension  
The turnpike barrels through eastern Pennsylvania.
Lifeline of economy, gateway to an endless asphalt nation.
Blacktop and crushed-glass paint-lines reflect halogen in the waxing 
dawn.
Weary eyes focus on broken white and solid yellow 
But never beyond the gray rail.
A little north of Allentown, the 75 mph salt-stained snake 
Forges through a slumbering valley.
Its forked tongue splits the land.
The first rays of light strike the densely packed aluminum village. 
The hum of sport utility vehicle engines and luxury sedan exhaust 
Awake the folk, weary from nighttime factory work.
The tie-clad commuters ignore the bent basketball rims 
And rusted pick-ups on the "other" side of the road.
They uneasily settle back into their leather interior and tune in NPR.
At dusk the sun dips below the horizon.
Pink clouds cast a rosy hue on the 3-story development homes. 
Warm lighting effuses from large bay windows,
Spilling onto perfect rolling farmland lawns.
From their plastic window frames dejected faces 
Gaze across the highway at the chimneyed silhouettes 
Blocking the soothing orange glow.
They step away and turn up the kerosene heater.
I travel the road often, anticipating this valley of dismay. 
For a few seconds both sides of the road fill my vision.
I hold my breath, rejecting the filtered heated air 
My car pushes through the vents.
I squint my eyes, blurring my vision until green roadside 
Replaces the squalid and the affluent.
Sometimes on clear days the sun glares off my hood, 
Enveloping the land in a shapeless flash.
I welcome these sunny days on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Michael Geirsson
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I
G r i m o i r e  S t a f f
M a n a g in g  E d i t o r ............................ ................ N i c k  S c o r z a
P o e t r y  E d i t o r ....................................
P r o s e  E d i t o r ....................................... ................K a te  B a l lo c h
A r t  E d i t o r / P u b l i c i t y .................. ............J e n n i e  M a s lo w
L a y o u t  E d i t o r .................................. . C a r o ly n  R e in h a r d t
M o d e r a t o r ........................................... ...............J u s t i n  C r o n i n
S u b m i s s i o n s  S t a f f
M ic h e l le  F i t z p a t r i c k  
D e r r i c k  M a r t in  
B r e a n n  P u r c e l l
V i c k i  F r a n z  
D y a n  D in s te l  
C o l l e e n  D a v in
T h e  Grimoire s ta f f  w o u ld  l ik e  to  t h a n k  a ll  th e  a r t is t s  w h o  
s u b m it te d  th e ir  w o r k ,  F r a n c in e  L o t t i e r ,  D r .  P a t r ic ia  
H a b e r s t r o h ,  N a n c y le e  M o o r e  a n d  th e  P u r c h a s in g  
D e p a r t m e n t ,  K im  G r a h a m  a n d  C h r i s  K a s m ie r c z a k  in  th e  
S tu d e n t  L i f e  O f f i c e ,  a n d  B i l l  F y n e s  o f  G a r r is o n  P re s s .
A l l  Grimoire s u b m is s io n s  c o m e  f r o m  th e  L a  S a lle  
c o m m u n i t y  a n d  a re  ju d g e d  a n o n y m o u s ly  b y  Grimoire 
s ta f f . S ta f f  m e m b e r s  a re  n o t  p e r m it te d  to  ju d g e  t h e ir  o w n  
w o r k .
Grimoire is  p a id  f o r  b y  th e  s tu d e n t  a c t iv it ie s  fe e , w h ic h  
c o m e s  f r o m  th e  L a  S a lle  U n iv e r s i t y  s tu d e n t  b o d y .
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